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The Hsi-yu chi Play 
A Critical Look at its Discovery, 

Authorship, and Content 

I 

In 1938 a collection of forty ch'uan-ch'i 
iplays was discovered in the Library (to
shoryo) of the Imperial Household Depart
ment (Kunaisho) in Japan. One of the plays 
included was Yang Tung-lai p'i-p'ing Hsi-yu 
chi (hereafter referred to simply as Hsi-yu 
chi), which was subsequently reprinted in 
the journal Shibun by the Japanese scholar 
:Shionoya On. The play includes a Short 
Introduction (hsiao-yin) dated 1614 and 
:signed by Mi-ch'ieh ti-tzu, and a Preface 
{tsung-lun) signed by Yun-k'ung chii-shih. 
Included in the Preface is a discussion of 
dramatists and works attributed to them in 
the T'ai-ho cheng-yin p'u by Chu Ch'lian, in 
which a play with the abbreviated title 
(chien-ch'eng) of Hsi-t'ien ch'u-ching is 
:attributed to Wu Ch'ang-ling. 

The attribution of authorship of the Hsi
yu chi to Wu went unchallenged until 1939 
when Sun K'ai-ti published his article 
entitled "Wu Ch'ang-ling and the Drama 
Hsi-yu chi," in which he supplied evidence 
that the drama discovered in Japan was 
authored not by Wu but by the Ming 

Howard Goldblatt 

dramatist, Yang Ching-hsien. In this arti
cle, Sun argues that the only basis for 
attributing the extant work to Wu is the 
evidence from the Ts'ao Yin edition of the 
Lu-kuei pu-an unannotated edition that was 
the only one available to Ming and Ch'ing 
scholars-that Wu was the author of a play, 
the abbreviated title of which was Hsi-t'ien 
ch'uching. The title shows that the story is 
obviously the same as that in the extant 
Hsi-yu chi, that is, the journey to India of 
the T'ang monk, Tripitaka (San-tsang). 
Upon the discovery of the hand-written 
Fan-shih t'ien-i ko edition of the Lu-kuei pu, 
in which the full title of Wu's play is given, 
a major discrepancy became apparent. The 
two lines comprising the title are as follows: 

~§l§lJ;R~nJH* 
J]lf:::::~E~fl(J&;f,£ 
The Old Moslem calls to the Buddha 

from the East Tower; 
T'ang San-tsang fetches scriptures from 

the Western Paradise. 

Although it is obvious that the abbreviat
ed title (Hsi-t'ien ch'u-ching) is derived from 
the final four characters of the last line, Sun 
K'ai-ti shows that nowhere in the extant 
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play is there a reference to a scene even 
resembling the one indicated in the first line 
of the couplet. He then goes on to point out 
that two of the four acts (che) of the Hsi-yu 
chi play included in the Ch'ing collection 
Wan-ho ch'ing-yin edited by Chih-hsueh 
chii-shih are identical to those in the extant 
Hsi-yu chi; one is drastically different; and 
one, "The Moslem Greets the Monk," 
simply does not appear at all. This last act 
he concludes, is unmistakably from the pen 
of Wu Ch'ang-ling, and the four-act play in 
the Wan-ho ch'ing-yin is made up of acts 
from two or more sources. Since it seems 
unlikely that Chih-hsueh chu-shih would 
have intentionally merged the disparate 
acts into one four-act play, omitting two or 
more acts from Wu Ch'ang-ling's play, Sun 
concludes that he must have had something 
other than Wu's play at his disposal, 
something on the order of a dramatic 
sequence that had suffered considerable 
editing at the hands of actors. It is Sun's 
theory that the act in which the Moslem 
appears and most likely the one which, in 
many respects, resembles the fifth scene in 
the extant Hsi-yu chi are Wu Ch'ang-ling's, 
and the other two (those which are identical 
to scenes 4 and 10 in the extant play) are 
from the pen of another dramatist. 

Regarding the possibility that Wu could 
have written two plays on the same subject, 
Sun cites one example (there are more) that 
the authors of the Lu-kuei pu and T'ai-ho 
cheng-yin p 'u were careful to include 
mention of both when more than one 
existed. There is, however, only one play on 
this subject attributed to Wu. An element of 
confusion is introduced in Ch'ien Tseng's 
Catalogue of Books in the Yeh-shih yuan, in 
which there is a listing for Wu Ch'ang-ling 
T'ang san-tsang hsi-t'ien c'uh-ching in the 
tsa-chu section and one for Wu Ch 'ang-ling 

(1) Sun K'ai-ti, pp. 376-7. 

Hsi-yu chi (in four chuan) in the ch'uan-ch't 
section. Although the inclusion of two 
titles in the Yeh-shih yuan is given as one of 
the determining factors for attributing the: 
extant Hsi-yu chi to Wu by Shionoya On in 
his preface to the reprint edition, Sun. 
shares the doubts of an earlier scholar, 
Wang Ching-an, that Wu was the author of 
two plays about Tripitaka's journey, and 
concludes that the ch 'uan-ch 'i attributed to· 
him in the Yeh-shih yuan could not, in fact,. 
be his. 

In conclusion, Sun says: 

Therefore, my opinion is that Hsi-yu chi' 
is Hsi-yu chi, and T'ang san-tsang hsi
t'ien ch'u-ching is T'ang san-tsang hsi
t'ien ch'u-ching. The extant version or 
Hsi-yu chi is not by Wu Ch'ang-ling, and 
its attribution to Wu Ch'ang-ling stems 
from the publisher knowing only that 
Wu Ch'ang-ling authored T'ang san-tsanff 
hsi-t'ien ch'u-ching, and not that there 
was a Hsi-yu chi under different author
ship; he assumed that the Hsi-yu cht 
that he saw must have been Wu Ch'ang
ling's Hsi-t'ien ch'u-ching. (The T'ai-ho· 
cheng-yin p'u credits Wu Ch'ang-ling: 
with a play entitled Hsi-yu chi, and theo 
Preface to the Hsi-yu chi by Kou-wu 
yiln-k'ung chii-shih appended to thee 
front of this book cites Hsi-yu chi as. 
listed in the T'ai-ho cheng-yin p'u, making 
it obvious that he mistakenly assumed_ 
that the two books were one. m 

With this, Sun moves on to a discussion 
of the real authorship of the extant Hsi-yu 
chi. Just as the T'ien-i ko edition of the· 
Lu-kuei pu provided Sun with his most 
conclusive evidence against Wu Ch'ang
ling's authorship of the play (by the in
clusion of the full title), it also led him 
to conclude that the real author was the 
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:Ming writer, Yang Ching-hsien. Appended 
to this edition is a sµpplemental work 
·entitled Lu-kuei pu hsu-pien; although 

uthorship of this latter work has not .a . 
been definitely established, there is reas~n 
to believe that it was compiled by Chia 
·Chung-ming, the man who wrote the 
eulogistic poetry in the Lu~kue_i pu .. In 
the supplement Yang Ching-hs1en 1s c.red1ted 
with the authorship of a play with the 
.abbreviated title Hsi-yu chi, a reference 
which is found in no other contemporary 
source. (Unfortunately, no full _title ~s 
,given for this entry.) Armed with this 
:information, Sun discovered a fourth chap
ter (ch'u) of a play entitled '~Hsiia~
-chuang ch'u-ching" by Yang Chmg-hs1a 
:in the Ming anthology Tz'u-nueh, a collec
tion which he attributes to Li K'ai-hsien. 
A comparison of this fourth act (only the 
ch'u songs are included) and the fourth 
scene of the extant Hsi-yu chi produces 
essentially the same text, and it is on. the 
basis of this evidence that Sun ascnbes 
the authorship of the Hsi-yu chi to Yang 
Ching-hsien. . 

If we are to accept Sun's con~lus10n, 
•0 ne which has been accepted unenthusi
.astically by editors and critics owin~ t.o 
the paucity of conclusive evidence, 1t 1s 
worthwhile to determine what is known 
.about Yang Ching-hsien. The entry. in 
the Lu-kuei pu hsu-pien has the following 
information: 

Yang Ching-hsien's given name was 
Hsien, later changed to Na. His style name 
was J u-chai. He was originally from a Yuan 
Mongol family. Because his brother-in
law, a municipal governor, ':as surnamed 
Yang, people came to call him by th~. s~r
name Yang. He excelled at the p z-p a, 
and loved to banter. His yueh-fu poems 
surpassed those of others. "Embroidered 

(2) Lo Chin-t'ang, p. 69. 

battle array in a floral encampment; 
a far-reaching delight il!- his ambitions." 
He was my personal friend for fifty years. 
Early in the Yung-lo reign period he re
ceived the same favor as [T'ang] Shun-

. d · ch· 1· c2) min. He later die m m- mg. 

As has already been pointed out, the 
T'ai-ho cheng-yin p'u gives his name. as 
Yang Ching-yen. Sun K'ai-ti cites a line 
in the Ming work, Yen-hua meng, f~om 
which he concludes that Yang Chmg
hsien (given here as Yang Na) was from 
Ch'ien-t'ang. Based again on the entry 
in the Lu-kuei pu hsu-pien, especially the 
line in which the author acknowledges 
a fifty year friendship with Yan?, Sun 
concludes that Yang was born durmg the 
Chih-cheng reign (1341-68) of the Yuan 
emperor, Shun-ti, and died midway 
through the Yung-lo reign (1403-25) of 
the Ming emperor, Ch'eng-tsu, probably 
at an age of nearly 70. Of the th~ee pla~s 
attributed to him in the Lu-kuez pu hsu
pien and the T'ai-ho c~eng-~'in p'u, ~nly 
one Ma Tan-yang tu-to Lnt Hang-snou, 
is e~tant and is included in the Yuan-ch 'u 
hsuan and Ch'en Yil-chiao's collection, 
Ku-ming-chia tsa-chu. If he is to be credited 
with the authorship of Hsi-yu chi as well, 
then two of his plays are extant. 

Before moving on to a discussion of the 
play itself, it should be noted that ot~1er 
possibilities exist, i.e. the extant Hs1-yu 
chi was written by neither Wu nor Yang, 
but by yet another dramatist (or drama
tists), or is an expanded version c:'f one or 
more of its predecessors from which ~me~ 
existing material was utilized. Nothing 1s 
known of Yang Tung-lai, the man whose 
name appears on the title page, and . he 
must certainly be a candidate for possible 
authorship of the Hsi-yu chi. 
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II 

The Hsi-yu chi is a play (or sequence of 
plays) divided into six parts (chuan), 
each of which is further divided into four 
acts or scenes (ch'u). At the end of each 
chiian there is a title (cheng-ming) com
posed of two parallel couplets (see Part 
III below for a summary of the episodes 
in the six chuan and translations of the 
cheng-ming). If the play is to be considered 
of Yuan origin, as it has been by the authors 
of the Short Introduction and Preface and 
subsequent scholars as recent as Cheng 
Chen-to, its very length makes it almost 
unique among plays of the period. Only 
Wang Shih-fu's Hsi-hsiang chi, in five 
parts, approaches it in length. The ma
jority of plays from the period are com
prised of four acts and at most six. In 
fact, Yoshikawa Kojiro says of Yuan 
plays that: 

. . . every play must have four acts 
(che), much like our present day so
called acts (mu). Jf the thought has not 
been exhausted, then a wedge (hsieh
tzu) is added .... It is obvious that the 
wedge is some sort of supplementing 
"act," and in principle the drama (tsa
chU) is stiU based on four acts. <sl 

If it were only the extreme length that 
set the Hsi-yu chi apart from other Yuan 
plays, perhaps a plausible case for con
sidering it from that period could be 
made. However, there are a number of 
other aspects which prove that it must be 
considered of later origin, and I will now 
show in which respects the play differs 
from the typical Yuan plays, following 
which I will propose some theories on the 
actual evolution of the Hsi-yu chi into 

(3) Yoshikawa k6jir6, p. 9. 
(4) Josephine Huang Hung, p. 12. 

its present form. 
For the sake of the discussion which 

immediately follows, I shall treat the play 
as an integrated whole, that is, a work from 
the pen of a single dramatist (as Sun 
K'ai-ti theorizes) in order to see if the 
entire work fits within a single framework. 
As will be seen, there is considerable' 
internal evidence in refutation of thi& 
theory, so that one cannot make a good 
case for single authorship. Preparatory 
to a discussion of the play itself it wil] 
be necessary to enumerate the more im
portant dramatic conventions of the Yuan 
and Ming periods in general as a back
ground for assessing the play. 

As Yoshikawa has pointed out, the 
Yuan plays were almost universally created 
within a four-act framework, with the 
addition of a wedge (usually preceding 
the first act) left to the discretion of the 
dramatist. On the other hand, Ming drama~ 
which flourished in the south as opposed 
to the northern drama of the preceding 
dynasty, was characterized by much longer 
plays with as many as thirty or forty scenes 
(ch'u) and no wedge. In regards to the 
rhyme scheme and musical scales (ton
alities) of the ch'u songs, the following 
differences are noted: 

In northern drama, there was only one 
rhyming scheme throughout each act; 
whereas in southern drama, there was, 
no fixed pattern in regard to the scenes. 
Not only was the rhyming variable but 
also the musical scale might be changed 
from scene one [sic] to another. <4l 

Another important difference in dramas 
of the two periods was in the choice of 
the singing roles: 
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In the Yuan drama. . . the singing role 
in the four acts was restricted to only 
one person, and this person usually played 
the major role in the play. This point is 
also not entirely similar to the situation 
in Ming ch'uan-ch'i, where everyone 
sang. <5l 

This restriction did not apply to the 
wedge, in which the actor (and only one) 
playing a role other than the leading role 
(cher.g-mo or cheng-tan) could be the 
singer. Although this convention was ad
hered to almost universally by Yuan drama
tists, the exceptions which serve to prove 
the rule are not difficult to find. In the 
play Sheng-chin ko by the Yuan dramatist, 
Wu Han-ch'en, the songs in the wedge and 
acts 1, 3, and 4 are sung by the cheng-mo, 
whereas the second act is sung by the 
cheng-tan. And, of course, there is the 
Hsi-hsiang chi, in which this situation 
arises at least twice in the twenty acts 
and five wedges. Also there are several 
examples of the insertion of songs sung 
by subordinate actors which Chao Ching
shen has discovered. <6l 

Although it will figure later in the dis
cussion of the evolution of the extant 
Hsi-yu chi, a work about the musical 
scales and the tunes (ch'u-p'ai) which were 
used is necessary here. During the Yuan, 
seventeen scales (kung-tiao) were employed, 
of which nine were most common. These 
nine were also the ones used by southern 
dramatists. Only one scale was utilized 
throughout a given act in Yuan plays, 
with almost no exceptions, and a single 

(5) Yoshikawa Kojir6, p. 9. 

rhyme was used in each of the ten to twenty 
tunes which made up the musical sequence 
of the act; whereas, in the southern drama 
both the scale and the rhyme could be 
changed within a particular act. There were 
certain restrictions for the placement of 
both the scales in a play as well as for the 
ordering of the tunes within an act, and 
although the scales and the tunes are lost, 
it is known that the individual scales 
represented varying emotional moods and 
their placement was anything but random. 

Now that the major differences between 
the two types of drama have been made 
clear, let us see how the Hsi-yu chi fares. 

In terms of length and division, the 
Hsi-yu chi most definitely resembles a Ming 
creation. If we are to assume that each of 
its six chuan constitutes one of a sequence 
of plays, then a look at the smaller units. 
is revealing, for even though each of them 
has four divisions, these smaller divisions 
are labelled ch'u and not che, as would 
be expected in a Yuan play. Also, in its 
present form, no wedge is found, even 
though there are several places where one 
might logically appear in a Yuan play. 
UntypicaUy, from a Yuan standpoint, the 
lengths of the ch 'u in the Hsi-yu chi vary 
considerably-from one and a half to 
six pages of text-and the song sequences. 
include as many as thirteen and as few as; 
seven songs. In this respect, also, the six 
part H si-yu chi resembles a Ming and not 
a Yuan play. 

Of much greater significance is the fact 
that within the twenty-four ch'u there are 

(6) Chao Ching-shen, pp. 11-12. 
(7) Tripitaka's mother sings throughout the first four scenes and the maiden abducted by Chu Pa

chieh has the singing role in scenes 13-15. Sun Hsing-che sings four times throughout the entire 
twenty-four scenes but never more than two songs each time. On each occasion he introduces 
his song(s) with a remark similar to the following: "I have a tune for you to hear, called chi-sheng 
ts'ao" (scene 17). 
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nineteen different singers, only three of 
whom have the singing role in more than 
one scene. (7J Not only are there both mal"' 
~nd f ema!e singing roles (in his two song; 
~nserted mto scene 15 Sun Hsing-che is 
~mperso~1ating the abducted maiden, who 
is the smger in that scene), but a good 
many o~ the singers are subordinate cha
ra~ters m the story as a whole. (Dud
bn~ge has pointed out that many of the 
TI_1aJ?r characters in the story have no 
~mgin_g roles at all and are subordinated 
m this. re~pect to characters of a much 
l~sser ~1gmficance.)<BJ Again, in light of the 
~1scuss10n o~ general characteristics, the 
s1~-part play is of a type usually associated 
with the Ming. 

ing inconsistency in its construction if L•
1 . we 

entire. play is to be viewed as the work of 
essent~ally o~e dramatist. As noted earlier, 
t~er~ is a d1ff erent character assigned the 
smgmg role for each of the scenes in parts 
2, 3, 5. an~ 6 of the play. However, in part 
2 the smgmg role is assigned to the moth"r 
of Tripitaka for all four scenes, and in p~;t 
4 the maiden abducted by Chu Pa-chieh 
has the singing role in the first three scenen 
( exc~pting the two songs by Sun Hsing: 
che_ m scene 15 in impersonation of the 
maiden)._ The final scene in this sequence 
~part ~) is sung by Erh-lang. It is the scene 
Ill which Chu Pa-chieh is captured and 
~onverted, thereby resolving the four scenes 
m~o a four-act play that can stand alone. 
W~t~ these two exceptions, the Hsi-yu 
ch~ is made up of single or double-scene 
episodes, none of which is of sufficient 
length or development to be treated as a 
separate and distinct play. This is, of course, 
one o~ ~h_e characteristics of Ming drama. 

Regarding the musical scales, it has 
already_ been noted that Yuan dramatists 
':ere given to using only one scale in a 
smgl~ ac~. Yet in the Hsi-yu chi one finds 
that m six of the scenes (3, 14, 18, 19, 22 
~nd 24) there are two scales utilized and 
~none (scene 15) there are three! Mor:over 
in_ scene 15 the rhyme scheme change~ 
with each n:w musical scale; rhyme changes 
also occur m scenes 1 and 13, but I have 
?een able to account for them by a ch 0-

th d" . . anoe 
m e 1v1s10n of the play sequences where 
these s~enes appear (see below). 

The mformation given above oA'er" 1 · · w ::; con-
e us1ve evidence that the extant R . , . . . . sz-yu cm 
m its present form, cannot be of Yua~ 
pr?ven_ance, and that we must look to the 
Mmg if w~ are to determine its origins. 
! call special attention to the words "in 
its present form," since the extant version 
must ~e considered an amalgamation of 
<lramat1c s~quences from diverse sources 
and from d1ff erent periods of time ev1·d 
·" 1 . h , ence .tor w uc follows. 

A close_ obser:ati.on of the various parts 
of the Hsz-yu chz brmgs to light an interest

(8) Glen Dudbridge (1970), p. 82. 

. A d1v1s10n of the twenty-four scenes into 
six m?re or less equal parts is clearly called 
for . smce the first scene in each chuan 
begms with the hsien-lu kung, a musical 
scale typically reserved for the first act 
?f a _play. However, unlike the others, 
~n ":'h1ch the first tune of the hsien-lu kung 
IS tzen-chiang ch 'un, parts 1 and 4 begin 
the tune sequence of the first scene with 
the tune. sl:ang-hua shih. This is significant 
because it is the tune which is used in the 
great majority of wedges which are placed 
before the first act in Yuan plays. A further 
look a_t the two parts in question shows 
that this tune is followed (either immediate
ly or one tune removed) by a second 
l~nger sequence of tunes in the same (hsien~ 
lu) sc_ale, ~oth of which then begin with 
the tzen-chzang ch 'un tune. In both parts 
(1 and 4) there is a concomitant break 
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in the action; in part 1 there is a change of 
scene and character, and in part 4 there 
is a considerable lapse of time. 

This observation, coupled with the pre
viously mentioned information on these 
two parts of the play, leads one to suspect 
that at some time one, and possibly both 
of these parts constituted separate, in
dividual plays, complete with four acts 
and a wedge, and employing most of the 
conventions of Yuan drama discussed 
above. In respect to part :4, this conjecture 
is substantiated by the inclusion of a play 
entitled simply Erh-lang Captures Chu 
Pa-chieh in the Ku-chin ming-chu ho-hsuan 
compiled by Meng Ch'eng-shun, with a 
preface dated 1633. Although evidently 
taken from the Yang Tung-lai critical 
edition (dated 1614), the editor has seen 
fit to change the divisions as I have. in
dicated above, and change the scenes 
(ch'u) into acts (che). 

The relationship of these two texts cannot 
be questioned, for some of the editorial 
comments on the Meng edition are ver
batim duplicates of those in the Preface 
to the Hsi-yu chi. For example, both 
editions carry an otherwise unsubstantiated 
reference to Wu Ch'ang-ling's intention 
to write a play on the Hsi-hsiang chi 
:story, an intention he discarded upon seeing 
the magnificence of Wang Shih-fu's effort, 
and that the Hsi-yu chi was written to 
compete with Wang's play. 

There are, in fact, only two significant 
differences between the two texts. The 
first occurs in Erh-lang's final song in the 
fourth act. In the Hsi-yu chi he alludes to 
the Country of Women (nu-kuo) and the 
adventures that await the travellers there, 
a direct lead-in to the episode in the fol
lowing scene (17). This does not appear in 
the Meng edition, but is replaced by a 
general admonition to the pilgrims to 

persevere and maintain pure hearts on 
their journey to the West. 

The second Variation is that Meng has 
moved the transition from act 1 to act 
2 (scenes 13 and 14) back to the point 
where Tripitaka and his disciples make 
their entrance. In an expanded version 
of the opening dialogue, Tripitaka then 
recapitulates his adventures up to that 
point. 

Both of these changes were necessary 
to make a whole unit, and above the text 
is an editor's note that the "four acts 
constitute a wonderful and elegant portion 
[my underline] of the Hsi-yu (chi)." 

With these comments, it is now time to 
try to piece together some theories about 
the overall makeup and evolution. of the 
Hsi-yu chi. 

Up to this point, two theories concerning 
the Hsi-yu chi have been noted; the first, 
that Wu Ch'ang-Jing was the author, has 
been, I believe, rather conclusively dis
proved. The second theory, put forth by 
Sun K'ai-ti, that the late Yuan-early Ming 
dramatist, Yang Ching-hsien, was the 
author, is a tenuous one at best. I believe 
that he has produced sufficient evidence 
to show that Yang was probably the author 
of the fourth scene of the extant version, 
the same scene as that which appears in 
the Chia-ching edition of Tz'u-nueh. More
over, his contention that this scene was 
only the last of a four-act play about the 
T'ang monk, Tripitaka, is certainly a 
valid one. The technical construction of 
the first scenes (and the wedge which pro
bably was originally a part of them) is 
in every respect but one typically Yuan. 
The sole exception is the change in musical 
scale for one song at the end of the third 
act, which, as we have seen, is not unpre
cedented in Yuan plays. Even though Yang 
could have written the four acts as late as 
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fifty years into the Ming Dynasty, his 
background in traditional Yii.an drama 
would most likely be evident in all his 
later writings. 

It is at this point, however, where I 
depart from Sun's "one man" theory and 
turn to one advanced by Yen Tun-i, 
that rather than look to this play for a 
source of influence on Wu Ch'eng-en's 
late sixteenth-century novel, we might do 
better to do just the opposite. In his 
article<9

> he contends that due to the uneven 
treatment of the short episodes in the play 
and some discrepancies in the traditions 
which fostered them the author/ editor of 
the extant Hsi-yu chi was probably in
debted to Wu Ch'eng-en for much of the 
material in the play, and therefore would 
have had to put the 'play together in the 
period between the novel's publication 
(1592?) and 1614. Indeed, the technical 
considerations mentioned earlier show that 
the author of the scenes in question, al
though indebted to the earlier Yuan plays 
for some of the conventions, did not 
always comply with the restrictions that 
the Yuan dramatists followed. 

The addition of such episodes notwith
standing, the dramatist needed a founda
tion, and I find it quite acceptable to 
assume that that foundation could have 
been the four scenes attributed to Yang 
Ching-hsien. If I am correct, then that 
leaves only the four-scene episode centered 
around Chu Pa-chieh to be accounted for. 
As I have already shown, this episode 
(scenes 13-16) is constructed much more 
closely along Yuan lines than Ming. 
Nevertheless, it appears for the first time 
in this 1614 play, and no mention of it 

(9) Yen Tun-i, p. 149. 

predates that appearance, leading one to 
assume that it must have been written 
for inclusion in the long sequence or 
independently at about the same time. 
Moreover, the changes in the musical 
scales in two scenes and the rhyme scheme 
in one of them show quite clearly that it 
should be attributed to a Ming writer. 
And yet it is manifestly different in con
struction from all the other episodes in 
parts 2, 3, 5 and 6, and for this reason 
I am led to conclude that it was, in fact, 
most likely created independently but in 
imitation of the Yuan style and later in
cluded in the extant play sequence. 

In concluding this portion of the study,. 
I would like to mention some additional 
observations I have made, whose only 
significance seems to be that they lend 
credibility to the contention that a cer
tain unity of style in the extant version 
of the play points to the likelihood that, 
in its final form, the Hsi-yu chi drama was 
the creation of a single person. 

A characteristic of both Yuan and Ming 
plays is the opening poetic statement by 
each major character as he makes his. 
entrance. This is quite evident in the 
Hsi-yu chi and in every case but two of the 
more than thirty introductory poems the 
form used is the seven-word regulated 
quatrain (ch 'i-yen chiieh-chii). It is interest
ing to note, however, that poems are given 
to male characters only; no female charac
ter has a poetic non-singing passage any
where in the play except for the two deities,. 
Kuan-yin and Tien-mu. 

Finally, I would like to comment on the 
meaning of the full title, Yang Tung-lai's 
Annotated Hsi-yu chi by Wu Ch 'ang-ling. (lO} 

(10) It should be pointed out that the words "tung-lai'' (come to the East) could very well be a 
fictitious name, and could link up with the title Hsi-yu to give the meaning "Journey to the West. 
and Return (come) to the East" (Hsi-yu tung-lai). 
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The annotations ref erred to are comprised 
f two short comments, one at the end of 0 

1 and one following scene 17, both scene 
f which are predominantly of a moral 

~ature. The translations of these two 
comments are as follows: 

(Scene 1) This set [of songs] speaks of a 
thirst for wine, of lust and greed. It 
omits mention only of vainglory. Why does 
vainglory not follow after these three? 
The opening portion embraces the escape 
from the blind alleys of the mortal world. 
Exquisite! Exquisite! 

(Scene 17) Of man's mortal desires, 
lust is the greatest; that is, with it one 
undergoes a hundred kalpas with 10,000 
demons. Moreover, the flames of lust 
are not easily extinguished. For that 
reason, Tripitaka is to fetch the scri~
tures. The hosts of demons appear m 
succession with an ensuing appearance 

' "fi ' in the Country of Women. Magm cent. 
Magnificent! 

To sum up, the evidence cited above leads 
me to the following conclusions in regard 
to the evolution of the Hsi-yu chi: 

1) There is enough stylistic unity to 
suppose that the play, in its final form, 
is essentially the work of one person, al
though, as I have shown, not all the work 
is of a creative nature. 

2) The first four scenes constitute an 
independent play whose origin can pro
bably be traced back to the early , ~i~,g 
period; I tend to accept ~un Kai-tis 
theory that it should be attnbuted to the 
dramatist, Yang Ching-hsien. 

3) The fourth part of the pla~ (scenes 
13-16) manifests heavy Yiian ~nfluence 
from the standpoint of construct10n, and 
it should also be considered an independent 
creation. Although it is conceivable that 
this portion too was from Yang's pe~, 

the absence of any direct linking of his 

name to a play with this theme, as well_ as. 
the appearance of the several late Mmg 
conventions discussed earlier, seem to 
rule out this possibility. Finally, the mar
ginal comments in the ea~liest ~nown (16~3} 
separate version of this ep1s~de which 
duplicate almost exactly those i~ the Pre
face to the Hsi-yu chi compnse strong. 
evidence that these four scenes date from 
the early seventeenth century. . 

4) The episodes which compnse the: 
remaining four parts (2, 3, 5 and. 6) are 
of varying lengths and are treated m s1~ch 
a way that they show evidence. of havmg 
been culled from non-dramatic sources 
and reworked for inclusion in the play 
sequence. Yen Tun-i's contention that they 
may have been taken from Wu Ch'eng
en's novel seems a valid one, at least for 
most of the sixteen scenes in these four 
parts. . 

5) There are still a number of episodes. 
(part of 5, 6, 8, part of 18, and 21) which 
are not found at all in the novel, some of 
which (6 and the first part of 18) have no 
significance whatsoever in the overall story~ 
It must be assumed that these episodes and 
digressions are the work of the editor of the· 
extant version which he created for rea
sons of his own. 

6) Finally, the heavy Buddhist flavor 
of the two comments after scenes 1 and 17 
points up the distinct possibility that ~he 
author of either the Short Introduct10n 
or the Preface (most likely the latter) and 
the critic, Yang Tung-lai are oi:e and the
same. Further evidence of tlus can. be: 
seen in the resolving of the que.stio~ ra1s_ed 
in the initial comment concernmg toe vice· 
of having a vainglorious attitude. At the 
outset of scene 18, in a digression from the 
story, a Taoist sings a sequ.ence of songs on 
the four vices in which vamglory has been 
added to those of insobriety, lust and greed. 
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This seems to show the hand of the Budd
hist moralizer who authored the critical 
,comments which precede his scene. 

m 
The Hsi-yu chi is a fictionalized episodic 

:account of the journey to India by the 
T'ang monk, Tripitaka; his accumulation 
of a substantial quantity of Mahayana 
Buddhist scriptures while there; and his 
'Subsequent return to T'ang China where 
he delivered up the scriptures to the em
peror. The tradition which grew over the 
years around this historical journey fos
tered many works of literature, including 
plays (of which the Hsi-yu chi is the longest) 
and novels, the most famous of which is Wu 
'Ch'eng-en's hundred-chapter Hsi-yu chi.<11J 

In the summarization of the six-part 
play which follows, I have referred to the 
novel whenever notable similarities or 
,differences between the two works appear. 
I have placed the emphasis in my summaries 
'o.n the dramatic aspects of the play rather 
than the story, for a simple reiteration of 
foe plot would not be desirable here. I 
have chosen to retain the names of the 
characters used in the play rather than 
those used by Arthur Waley in his partial 
translation of, the novel (i.e. Sun Hsing
,che for Monkey, Chu Pa-chieh for Pigsy, 
and Sha Ho-shang for Sandy), with the 
:sole exception of Tripitaka who is called 
by three separate names in the play. At 
the beginning of each part I have included 
a translation of the cheng-ming which 
appears at the end of each chuan in the 
-0riginal. 

Part I 

The old monk rescues Chiang-liu 
Kuanyin Bodhisattva talks on deeds 

and their rewards; 
Ch'en Hslian-chuang wreaks great venge

ance. 

The four scenes which constitute Part 
I relate the circumstances of Tripitaka's 
birth and youth, and comprise the ninth 
chapter of the novel. In the opening scene 
the journey is ordered by Kuan-yin who 
directs that a deity be reincarnated as 
Tripitaka. He is born as the son of an 
official who is enroute to a new position. 
On the journey to the new location the 
father is thrown into the river by the 
bandit, Liu Hung, but is protected by a 
dragon king whose own life the father 
had spared earlier in the episode. Liu 
Hung then usurps both the official position 
and the wife of Tripitaka's father. One 
month after the ·birth of the child the 
mother is forced to cast him adrift on a 
river {hence the name Chiang-liu), which 
she does after composing a letter in her 
own blood to accompany her son in his 
casket. The child is rescued by Tan-hsia, 
the abbot of the Chin-shan Monastery, 
who then raises him as a Buddhist. On 
his eighteenth birthday Tripitaka is made 
aware of the contents of the letter and vows 
to seek out his mother and avenge his 
father's death. The reunion of Tripitaka 
and his mother is unquestionably the emo
tional high point of this episode and I 
offer here a translation of it. The dialogue 
begins with the mother's questions after 
she has noticed a striking resemblance 
between the mendicant monk \Vho has 
confronted her and her late husband. 

Bandit Liu Hung kills the accomplished (The mother has the only singing role in 
scholar; this episode.) 

(11). Although Wu's authorship ~f. the novel. has been generally acc~pted for many years, Dud bridge 
reserves a good deal of skept1c1sm on this point. See Glen Dudbridge (1969), pp. 187-91. 
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MOTHER: Master, how old are you? 
TRIP IT AKA: I am eighteen years old. 
MOTHER: If my child were alive he 

would also be eighteen. My child! 
(sings) : 

For eighteen years you have tossed 
and rolled in the waves. (says): 

Master, how many years past did you 
take the vows of a monk; what is your 
worldly name, and have you any 
family? (sings): 

I ask you the whereabouts of your 
home, 

And who your family is. 
How long ago did you shave your 

head, 
And become a monk? 

TRIP IT AKA: At the time of my birth 
I became a monk. 

MOTHER (sings): 
How could you leave the world of 

mortals 
As soon as you were born? 
It must have been your lot from a 

former life. (says): 
You entered the monk's life on your 
birth; then you must have a father and 
mother. (sings): 

Tell me your story from the very 
beginning. 

TRIPITAKA: My father's name is Ch' en, 
my mother's is Yin. 

MOTHER (sings): 
He said his father's name is Ch'en, 
His mother's name is Yin. 
Is he an official or a clerk, 
Or is he a military man? 

TRIP IT AKA: My father serves as the 
Prefect of Hung-chou. 

MOTHER (sings): 
How many years ago did he come to 

this place 
To govern the people? 

TRIPITAKA: In the eighth month of 
the third year of the Chen-kuan reign 
[629 A.D.]. He was murdered by a 
brigand and cast into the river. 

MOTHER (sings): 
With one sentence from him 
My mind is giddy and my eyes are 

dazed. 
He says he met a violent man on the 

river. 
(says): 

How did you survive it? 
TRIPITAKA: At that time I was still 

unborn; my mother was in her eighth 
month. 

MOTHER: How have you come to know· 
this? 

TRIPITAKA: How do I know? I was 
told by Tan-hsia, the Buddhist master .. 
At the foot of Chin-shan a fisherman• 
picked up a lacquered casket in which 
there were two gold hair ornaments~ 

and a letter written in blood. The, 
abbot took me in under his care. At 
seven I could read and at fifteen I had 
mastered the sutras. Today, on reaching: 
the age of eighteen, he sent me to· 
Hung-chou in search of my mother .. 

MOTHER (sings): 
After hearing him say the words he· 

has spoken, 
My heart has been swept clear or 

dust, 
And my three souls have imperceptibly 
Departed from my head. 
He is, after all, Chiang-liu come from 

afar 
To find his parent. 

TRIPITAKA: Good lady, you are taking: 
advantage of me. How can I be your 
child? 

MOTHER (sings): 
I talk too much and too quickly. 
Master, let you have no anger in• 

your heart. (says): 
Master, don't be angry. That letter 
written in blood, have you brought it 

with you? 
TRIPITAKA: I have crossed such a 

great distance to come here; what d0> 
you think was the purpose? 

I 
i'i J 
i,! 
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MOTHER: You have a letter in blood, 
and I have a copy in ink. Listen while 
I read it. "This child's father was from 
Hung-nung County in Hai-chou. His 
surname was Ch'en, his given name was 
Ou, and he was styled Kuang-jui. He 
was sent to Hung-chou in the capacity 
of Prefect and was accompanied to 
his position by his family. He hired a 
boat, and while on the river was pushed 
into the water by one Liu Hung, who 
then took the guise of Prefect of Hung
chou. His wife was carrying a child at 
the time. Upon Liu's taking office, 
the child was but a month old. The 
scoundrel forced his abandonment and 
he was cast into the river together 
with two gold hair ornaments and this 
letter written in blood. May a charitable 
person take pity and save him! This 
child was born in the hour of the rat 
on the fifteenth day of the tenth month 
of the third year of Chen-kuan. He. has 
no other name and is called Chiang
liu." 
(Tripitaka and his mother share a 
tearful embrace.) 

After returning to the monastery, Tri
pitaka enlists the aid of the abbot who 
pleads his case before the local magi
strate. Liu Hung is apprehended; he con
fesses his crime with unbelievable alacrity 
and candor and is executed summarily 
and sacrificed to the spirit of Tripitaka's 
father. At that moment the dragon king 
returns the body of the official unharmed 
to the surface and the episode ends with 
a reunion and an appearance by Kuan
yin who then directs Tripitaka to go to the 
capital, Ch'ang-an, and prepare for his 
mission. 

As is the case with most plays of the 
Yuan and Ming, the story line and the 
action are developed in the spoken di
alogue. In this episode the songs by the 

mother are highly emotional, as when she 
chastises the usurper for his vices, and in 
her pleas for heavenly protection for her 
abandoned son, as well as in the recogni
tion and final reunion scenes. 

Part Il 

T'ang San-tsang sets off on a journey; 
The viliage lass dramatizes the clamor 

and entertainment. 
Moksha delivers the fire-dragon mount; 
Hua-kuang descends from Pao-te-kuan. 

Prior to leaving on his journey Tripitaka 
is feted by the Emperor who gives him the 
name Tripitaka, and then by a host of high 
officials who are to see him off. They 
are led by Yti-ch'ih Kung, the singer in the 
first scene. The songs serve both to relate 
dynastic history and to set the scene of 
the departure. Yii-ch'ih and Tripitaka 
exchange a series of refined poems and 
Tripitaka then gives the official a Buddhist 
name. The scene ends with Tripitaka 
counseling some of the bystanders on such 
moral issues as professional ethics, loyalty, 
and filial piety. In the following scene 
a village lass relates (in spoken dialogue 
and in song) the news of Tripitaka's de
parture to her family. Although not es
sential to the story and absent from the 
novel, the songs of the girl do paint an 
interesting picture of the spectacle of the 
monk's send-off. 

In the two remaining scenes of Part II 
Tripitaka obtains both a horse for his 
journey and a host of Heavenly protectors. 
The horse is given to him by Kuan-yin's 
disciple, Moksha, and is in reality an 
errant dragon who neglected his duties 
in the production of rain. In the novel 
there are two dragons, the one who be
came the pilgrim's horse, and the other
the one responsible for the rain-who is 
a major character in the Chinese Emperor's 
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descent into the nether regions (chapters 
9-11 ). Scene 7 is interesting primarily for 
the song sequence by Moksha on the 
qualities of the horse he has for sale, 
whereas scene 8 is almost devoid of story 
line and intriguing songs. 

Part III 

Li T'ien-wang seizes a dragon; 
Sun Hsing-che meets the Buddhist teacher. 
Sha Ho-shang vows his allegiance; 
Kuei-tzu mu rescues Ai-nu. 

In the first two scenes Sun Hsing-che 
makes his appearance; he is subjugated 
by Kuan-yin and held captive until Tripita
ka arrives to recruit him for the journey. 
Hsing-che has an interesting and extensive 
opening monologue in which the audience 
learns of the makeup of his family and of 
his own prowess. Unlike the novel, in the 
play he has a wife (whom he has abducted) 
and a number of blood relatives, one of 
whom (Ch'i-t'ien ta-sheng) has one of 
the names which is given to Hsing-che 
himself in the novel. His misdeeds, for 
which he is to be punished, comprise much 
of the first eight chapters in the novel, 
but are here telescoped into less than a 
single scene, and then only as events which 
have already taken place. One of the best 
portrayed episodes centers around the 
meeting between Hsing-che and his new 
master, for it is here that we get one of 
the few glimpses of the character of Hsing
che, far and away the most important 
figure in Wu Ch'eng-en's novel. I include 
here a translation of this meeting, the di
alogue for which begins as Tripitaka hears 
some calls for help from beneath a moun
tain. 

HSING-CHE: Do you love your disciple? 
TRIPITAKA: Love is the root of charity. 

How could I not love living things? 
HSING-CHE: I am loved by one with a 

slender waist from Ch'en-hsiang Pavil
lion.<12l 

TRIPITAKA: How shall I save you? 
HSING-CHE: Master, simply remove 

the engraved words and your disciple 
will emerge. (Tripitaka removes the 
words; Hsing-che tumbles out and 
prostrates himself in gratitude.) 

(aside): What a plump monk he is. I'll 
go up and make a meal of him, then I'll 
head on back to Hua-kuo shan. How 
will anyone be able to find me? (enter 
Kuan-yin) 

KUAN-YIN: Tripitaka, can you see me? 
I have come expressly to search out 
this disciple and give him to you for 
your journey as a protector of Budd
hism. (sees Hsing-che) T'ung-t'ien ta
sheng, originally you were a thoroughly 
dissipated and lost individual until 
I saved you. From now on don't let 
your mortal desires come to the surface. 
I will give you a Buddhist name; I'll 
call you Sun Wu-k'ung. I'll give you 
an iron hoop, a cassock and a Buddhist 
"sword of life." The iron hoop will 
curb your worldly nature, the cassock 
will cover your animal body, and the 
"sword of life" will open the way for 
you to realize love for others. Go then 
with your teacher and you shall be 
called Sun Hsing-che. Go quickly 
and fetch the scriptures and you too 
shall receive Buddhist salvation. Hsuan
chuang, come over here. This beast's 
worldly nature has not yet abated. 
Should he attempt to harm you, intone 
the "hoop-tightening charm" and his 
head will be squeezed. If he does not 

(12) This is an allusion to Yang Kuei-fei, the Imperial Consort of the T'ang Emperor, ~~ng-h_uang. The 
Ch'en-hsiang Pavillion was a favorite strolling place for the pair and was romant1c1zed m a poem 
by Li Po. 
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plead for forgiveness, in a short while 
this rogue's head will be pierced and 
he will expire. Now remember this. 
(whispers the charm to Tripitaka) 

TRIP IT AKA (expresses his gratitude): 
Thank you for your compassion. 

The songs in scenes 9 and 10 are mainly 
an extension of the dialogue (they are sung 
by Hsing-che's wife and a mountain spirit) 
and are not particularly successful in 
heightening the dramatic impact. 

Scene 11 is comprised of two episodes
the subjugation and subsequent enlist
ment of a second disciple, Sha-ho shang, 
and the extirpation of a demon who has 
abducted the daughter of a villager. Once 
again the story line is carried in the prose 
dialogue, while the songs (sung by the 
villager) serve only to embellish it some
what. Interestingly, the normally intense 
action of a battle scene in the novel is 
here relegated to a mere four words of 
stage direction in the struggle with the 
abductor of the village girl. 

In the final scene of this part we briefly 
meet one of Monkey's major antagonists 
in the novel, Red Boy. The highlight of 
the scene, however, is in the Red Boy's 
mother's struggle with the Buddha to 
have her son released, an effort in which 
she is nearly successful. She is finally 
converted to the true path, but only after 
she has let loose (in song and spoken di
alogue) a torrent of epithets against the 
Buddha. This episode is not found in the 
novel but is one of the more successful 
scenes in the play. 

Part IV 

Chu T'ai-kung calls for a lawsuit; 
P'ei Hai-t'ang meets a demon. 
Tripitaka deputes Sun Wu-k'ung; 
Erh-lang restrains Chu Pa-chieh. 

The four scenes of PartlV center around 

the character Chu Pa-chieh. The singer 
in the first three scenes is a young maiden 
who has been deceived into going away 
with him and who, after learning of the 
ruse, is unable to return home. Much of 
the spoken and sung exchange between the 
two is bawdy and sometimes borders on 
the obscene. Chu Pa-chieh is depicted, 
much as he is in the novel, as a glutton 
and a thoroughly unprincipled rogue. 
A quarrel based on a mutual misunder
standing develops between the girl's family 
and the family of her intended spouse, 
the very man whom Chu Pa-chieh is. 
impersonating. 

Sun Hsing-che intercedes on her behalf, 
first by carrying a message to her family, 
and then by spiriting her away from her 
cave prison. In his first meeting with the 
girl the situation is made clear to the 
audience in typical dramatic fashion, and 
for this reason I include a translation of 
it here. 

HSING-CHE: Young lady, that husband 
of yours is certainly an ugly one. 

MAIDEN P'EI (aside): You are not 
much to look at either. 

HSING-CHE: Are you a goblin yourself? 
MAIDEN P'EI: I am the daughter of 

P'ei T'ai-kung from the western side of 
Hei-feng shan·. My name is Hai-t'ang. 
I was bethrothed to become the daugh
ter-in-law of Chu T'ai-kung from the 
village to the south of the mountain 
but because his family was poor my 
father wanted to break the marriage 
contract. Every night I burned incense 
and implored Heaven's aid, hoping 
to meet with young Master Chu very 
soon. Little did I know that this demon 
would assume Master Chu's appearance 
and carry me off to this cave. I have 
no way to once again look upon the 
faces of my father and mother; I ask 
you, worth deity, to take pity on me. 
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HSING-CHE: I am not a deity, but am 
the chief disciple of Tripitaka, teacher 
to the great T'ang Empire. I am called 
Sun Wu-k'ung. What sort of demon is 
this rogue? 

MAIDEN P'EI: He often calls himself 
the Imperial Charioteer General, Mo
li chih-t'ien, and is also called the 
King of Hei-feng shan. He does not 
fear the Bodhisattvas, but is afraid 
only of the hunting dogs of Erh-lang. 

HSING-CHE: I will be passing by your 
house today and I can carry a message 
for you, what do you say? 

MAIDEN P'EI: If such is the case, 
this monk is a compassionate one. I 
still have to compose a letter, but I 
have neither paper nor brush. Brother 
monk, you will have to carry a verbal 
message, but I am afraid you will 
not be believed. I have here a hand
kerchief which was given to me by 
my father. If he sees this handkerchief 
he will believe what you say to be the 
truth. 

HSING-CHE: Give it to me; I will 
put it here in my bosom. 

In the final scenes Chu Pa-chieh is 
captured by the deity, Erh-lang, but not 
before Hsing-che lures him into a trap 
(from which he escapes) by impersonating 
the girl. At this point Hsing-che assumes 
the singing role for two songs. His ex
change with Chu Pa-Chieh is slightly 
erotic, and in parts highly reminiscent of 
the delightful repartee between Monkey 
and Pigsy in the novel. 

Excepting the ribald flavor of some of 
them, the girl's songs are most often the 
vehicle. for expressing anguish at her plight 
and her gratitude at being rescued. On 
the other hand, the songs by Erh-lang in 
the final scene are of a more pugnacious 
nature. The episode is resolved when Chu 
Pa-chieh is converted and joins the troupe 

of pilgrims. 

Part V 

In the Country of Women a calamity is 
met; 

An herb-gathering Taoist speaks of dif
ficulties. 

Sun Hsing-che goes borrowing a fan; 
Tripitaka crosses over Huo-yen shan. 

In Wu Ch'eng-en's novel the adventures 
of Tripitaka and his disciples comprise the 
bulk of the story. In the play, however, 
it is only in Part V that the group runs 
into difficulties on the journey. The first 
episode is an abbreviated version of one 
of the novel's most enjoyable themes, that 
of the desire of women to possess Tripitaka 
as a mate. The Queen of the Country of 
Women, lonely for a husband, confesses 
her designs on the T'ang monk in her 
opening soliloquy and songs and nearly 
succeeds in establishing the monk and 
his disciples as the first and only males 
in the kingdom. 

Once again the songs are somewhat 
erotic and are, for the most part, an ex
tension of the dialogue, i.e. in colloquial 
and not refined language. In this episode 
there is some humorous dialogue, es
pecially from Hsing-che who temporarily 
reverts to his earlier worldly ways. 

The second episode, spanning two and 
a half scenes, is one of the better known 
episodes in the novel-one in which the 
pilgrims encounter difficulties in crossing 
a mountain of fire (Huo-yen shan). The 
Iron Fan Princess refuses to lend them her 
fan to extinguish the flames and when 
Hsing-che's attempts to obtain it by force 
are unsuccessful, he is driven off by the 
Princess. Once again the deities are sum
moned; the fires are then put out and the 
journey resumed. Although this episode 
offers a great deal of action and enter-
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tainment in the novel, in the play it falls 
somewhat flat. The songs by the Princess 
and subsequently by Mother Lightning 
(Tien-mu) are primarily descriptive and 
offer neither good characterization nor 
high emotion. The dramatist has even 
failed to notice that he has made blood 
relatives of Hsing-che and the Princess, for 
they share a common sister in Li-shan 
lau-mu. 

Part VI 

The old woman peddler of sesame cakes 
debates the "mind"; 

Sun Hsing-che fails in his meditative 
answers. 

A great convocation is held at Spiritual 
Vulture Peak; 

Tripitaka appears before the Buddha. 

In these, the final scenes of the play' 
as in the novel, Tripitaka arrives at the 
Western Heaven and is given the sutras. 
Prior to his departure, he and his disciples, 
who are to remain behind as immortals 

' engage in poetic farewells. Tripitaka is 
then escorted back to the East where he 
gives up his treasures to the T'ang Emperor, 
having once again been feted by the officials 
who saw him off earlier. He then is re
turned to the Buddhist Kingdom where he 
attains immortality. 

In this final part a great number of new, 
albeit often insignificant characters, appear, 
among whom four have singing roles. 
In fact, the plethora of characters through
out the play must be considered one of 
its major shortcomings, along with the 
short shrift given the most important 
figures in the story. 

The general lack of development in the 
Hsi-yu chi, both in the story line and the 
characterizations, make it an inferior work 
to Wang Shih-fu's Hsi-hsiang chi, and 
although it is often perilous to compare 
works of different genres, the play falls 
short of the novel by Wu Ch'eng-en in 
these and other respects. Nevertheless, 
in its final form, the writing and compiling 
of the Hsi-yu-chi play was an ambitious 
undertaking, and its performance on the 
stage must have given considerable pleasure 
to Chinese audiences over the past cen
turies. 
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Korean Language 

1. Introduction 

The Korean language is the common 
communication medium of the inhabitants 
of the Korea peninsula (South and North 
Korea together) whose numbers are es
timated at fifty million. Korean is also 
used by the substantial Korean communi
ties that are to be found in Manchuria 
and Japan. Inasmuch as Korea has never 
dominated other lands, the Korean lan
guage is strictly the mother tongue of the 
people who were born to the Korean na
tional identity. 

Far from dominating others, Korea 
has been subjected to the influence and 
conquest of powerful foreign countries 
throughout her long history; Chinese, 
Mongols, Niuchens, Japanese, Manchus, 
Russians and other Western countries 
have all affected Korea strongly. Foreign 
languages therefore, have had no little 
influence upon Korean. 

The influence of China, of course, is 
paramount. Korean, like English, is a 
hybrid language with a dual strain of 
Chinese and the original native language 

Hyeong-kyu Kim 

running through its vocabulary as Latin 
and Anglo-Saxon runs through the latter. 
Unlike English, the written and cultural 
tradition of the Chinese language remained 
the "superior" strain as against an "in
ferior" Korean tongue with. the result that 
a . sharp cleavage developed between the 
written and spoken languages and the 
evolution of Korea was undermined up 
to the eve of the modem era in the closing 
years of the nineteenth century. On the 
threshhold of the twentieth century, short
lived modem reforms were suppressed by 
the total domination of Japan bent on 
replacing in as few years as possible the 
historic role of China as the center of 
Korean reorientation. The result were two 
generations of bilingual Koreans and an 
all-out "war" to displace the "inferior" 
Korean with the "superior" Japanese 
altogether. 

The Japanese period, of course, ended 
with the end of World War II and the 
Liberation of Korea centered in the coun
try the effects of the Russo-American "cold 
war" immediately. The separation of the 
country as the result of it has meant that 
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